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Abstract We show improved upper and lower bounds of the size of tree-like resolution refutation 

for the pigeonhole principle. These results imply the super-polynomial separation between the size 

of tree-like resolution refutation and that of DAG-like resolution refutation. Although a stronger 

result was . already shown -for this separation, our aim is to do the separation for the pigeonhole 

principle, which is one of .the most famous CNF formula· in this field. We use a novel technique 

for the proof of a. Jower bound; we exploit the equivalence between tree-like resolution and the 

backtracking, which is a welL-~nown algorithm for the Satisfiability. 

ke,,; wo_rds resolution, tr~e-like resolution, the pigeonhole principle 
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second part consists of clauses ( Xi,k + x j,k), where 
1 ~ k ~· n and 1 ~ i < j ~ n + l. Thus there 
are totally ( n + l) + !( n 2

( n + 1)) clauses. 
The resolution is a proof system for unsat

isfiable CNF formulas. It consists of only one 
rule called an inference rule, which infers a clause 
(A+ B) from two clauses (A+ x) and (B + x), 
where each of A and B denotes a sum of liter
als such that there is no variable y that appears 
positively ( negatively, resp.) in A and negatively 
(positively, resp.) in B. We say that the variable 
x is deleted by this inference. A resolution refuta
tion for f is a sequence of clauses C1 , C2 , · · • , Ct, 
where each Ci is a clause in f .or a clause in
ferred from clauses Cj and Ck (j, k < i). The 
last clause Ct must be the empty clause (0). The 
size of a resolution refutation is the number of 
clauses appeared in the sequence. 

A resolution refutation can be represented by 
a directed acyclic graph. (In this sense; we some
times use the term DAG-like resolution instead of 
"resolution.") If a graph is restricted to a tree, 
the refutation is called tree-like resolution refu
tation and we call the directed acyclic graph of 
the refutation a resolution refutation tree ( rrt). 
Here we formally define a resolution refutation 
tree. (We ignore direction of edges because there 
is no fear of confusion in considering trees.) An 
rrt for f is a binary tree. Each vertex of an rrt 
is associated with a clause; we denote the clause 
associated with the vertex v by Cl ( v): For each 
leaf v, Cl ( v) is a clause in f, and for each vertex v 
other than leaves, Cl(v) is a clause inferred from 
Cl( v1 ) and Cl( v2 ) where v1 and v2 are v's chil
dren. For the root v, Cl( v) is the empty clause 
(0). The size of an rrt is the number of vertices 
in the rrt. 

Backtracking ( e.g., (7)) is an algorithm that 
determines whether a given CNF formula is sat
isfiable or not. Let f x=a ( where x is a variable 
inf and a E {O, 1}) be the formula obtained by 
substituting the value a for the variable x. For 
each step, we choose a variable x and calculate 
f x=O and f x=l recursively. If f is simplified to 1 
at any point, then f is satisfiable, and otherwise, 
f is unsatisfiable. Here we are interested in only 
unsatisfiable formulas, so we consider backtrack-

ing only for unsatisfiable formulas. 
Search of backtracking is also represented by 

a tree. A backtracking tree ( btt) for an unsa.tis
fiable formula f is a binary tree. Each edge of 
a btt is labeled with a substitution for a vari
able satisfying the following three conditions: (i) 
For each vertex v and its children v1 and v2 , the 
labels of edges ( v, vi) and ( v, v2 ) must be substi
tutions for the same variable, say, x; one is x = 0 
and the other is x = l. (ii) For each leaf v and 
each variable x, x appears at most once in the 
path from the root to v. (iii) For each vertex v, 
let As( v) be the (partial) truth assignment ob
tained by collecting labels of edges in the path 
from the root to v. Then, for each v, (a) if v is 
a leaf then f becomes false by As(v), and (b) if 
v is not a leaf then f does not become false by 
As( v ). The size of a btt is the number of vertices 
in the btt. 

Proposition 1. Let f be an unsatisfiable 
CNF formula. If there exists an rrt for f whose 
size is k, then there exists a btt for f whose size 
is at most k. 

Proof. Let RRT(f) be an rrt for f whose 
size is k. It is known that a shortest tree-like 
resolution refutation is regular, i.e., for each path 
from the root to a leaf, each variable is . deleted 
at most once. Thus we can assume, without loss 
of generality, that RRT(f) is regular. 

Given RRT(f), we assign a label to each edge 
of RRT(f): Let v be a vertex of RRT(f) and let 
v1 and v2 be children of v. Suppose Cl( v) = 
(A+B), Cl(v1 ) = (A+x) and Cl(v2 ) = (B+x). 
Then the labels x = 0 and x = l are assigned to 
edges (v,v1 ) and (v,v2 ), respectively. We show 
that this tree is a btt for f. 

It is not hard to see that conditions (i) and (ii) 
for btt are satisfied. It remains to show that the 
condition (iii) is satisfied. To this aim, we show 
that, for each v, the clause Cl(v) becomes false 
by the partial assignment As( v ). Recall that, for 
each leaf v, Cl ( v) is a clause in f. So the above 
statement implies that the (iii)-( a) is satisfied. 
We show this by induction. For the induction 
basis, it can be easily checked that the state
ment is true for the root. Then suppose that 
the statement is true for a vertex v, i.e., Cl( v) 
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becomes false by As( v ). Now we show that the 

statement is also true for v 's children. Let v1 

and v2 be children of v, and let Cl(v) = (A+B), 

Cl(vi) = (A+ x) and Cl(v2 ) = (B + x). Then 

the label of the edge ( v, v1 ) is x = 0. So As( vi) 

is As( v) together with x = 0. Since As( v) makes 

(A+ B) false, As(v1 ) must make (A+ x) false. 

The same argument shows that As( v 2 ) makes 

Cl( v2 ) false. 
Thus we have proved that for each leaf v, 

As ( v) makes f false. If, for an inner vertex v, 

As(v) makes f false, then we remove v's children 

so that v becomes a leaf of the tree, by which we 

can satisfy the condition (iii)-(b ). In the above 

operations, we do not increase the size of the tree. 

D 

Thus to show a lower bound of the size of the 

tree-like resolution, it suffices to show a lower 

bound of the size of btts. 

3 A Lower Bound 

In this section, we prove a lower bound of the 

tree-like resolution for PH P;:+1
. 

Theorem 1. Any tree-like resolution refuta

tion for PH P;:+1 requires ( ~) ~ steps. 

Proof. Considering Proposition 1, we show 

that any btt for PH p;:+i requires ( ~)'i' vertices. 

For simplicity, we consider the case that n is a 

multiple of 4: Let B be an arbitrary btt for 

PH p;:+i. As we have seen before, each vertex 

of B corresponds to a partial truth assignment. 

For better exposition, we use an n + l by n arra.y 

representation to express a partial assignment for 

PH P;:+1. Fig. I shows an example of PH PJ. A 

cell in column i and row j corresponds to the 

variable xi,j· We consider that the value 1 (resp. 

0) is assigned to the variable Xi,j if the ( i, j) en

try of the array is 1 (resp. 0). For example, 

Fig.'! (b) expresses a partial assignment such that 

X1,4 = X2,2 = X4,4 = Xs,3 = 0, X3,3 = X4,1 = 1. It 
should be noted that the CNF formula PH P;:+ 1 

becomes false at a vertex v iff (i) As( v) contains 

a column filled with Os or (ii) As( v) contains a 

row in which two ls exist. 

of A, then the column i is called a dead column 

of A and DC(A) denotes the set of dead columns 

of A. Similarly, if there is a 1 in the jthrow of A, 

the row j is called a dead row of· A and DR( A) 

is the set of dead rows of A.. For an assignment 

A, a O in the (i,j) entry of A is called a bad 0 

if i (/_ DC(A) and j (/_ DR(A), and is called a 

good O otherwise. (The reason why we use terms 

"bad" and "good" will be seen later. Bad Os 

make it difficult to count the number of vertices 

in Bin our analysis:) #BZ(A.) denotes the num

ber of bad Os of A. A variable Xi,j is called an 

active variable for A if ( i, j) entry of A is blank 

and i (/_ DC(A) and j ¢ DR(A). For example, 

let Ao be the assignment described in Fig.I (b ). 

Then DC(Ao) {3,4}, DR(Ao) = {1,3}, and 

#BZ(A0 ) = 2 (Os assigned to X1,4 and x 2,2 ). x 2 ,4 , 

for example, is· an active variable for A0 • Let v 

be a vertex in B and v0 and v1 be its children. 

Suppose that labels of edges ( v, v0 ) and ( v, vi) 

are x = 0 and· x = l, respectively. Then we write 

Var( v) = x, namely, Var( v) denotes the variable 

selected for substitution at the vertex v. We call 

Vo a f alse'-child .of v and write F( v) = v0 • Sim

ilarly v1 is called a true-child of v and we write 

T(v) = v1 . 

.· 

X1. I X2 . .1 X3.:i X4.I XS. I 1 

0 

X1.3 X2,3 X.u X4,3 Xs.3 1 0 
., 

X1,4 X2.4 X3.4 X4.4 Xs.4 0 0 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1: An array representation of a partial as

signment for PH Pi 

We want to show a lower bound of the number 

of vertices in B. To this end, we construct a tree 

S from B. Before showing how to· construct S, 

we show some properties of S: The set of vertices 

of S is a subset of the set of vertices of B, so the 

number of vertices of S gives a lower bound of 

the number of vertices of B. Each vertex of S 

Here we give some notations. Let A be a par- except for leaves has exactly-;} children or exactly 

tial assignment. If there is a 1 in the ith column one child. The height of S is ~;.more precisely, 
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the length of any path from the root to a leaf is 
exactly~-

Now we show how to construct S. The root 
of S is the root of B.. For each vertex v of S, 
we select v's children in the following way: Let 
CH ( v) be the set of v 's children in the tree S we 
are going to construct. CH(v) is initially empty 
and vertices are added to CH( v) one by one by 
tracing the tree B down from the vertex v. We 
look at vertices T(v), T(P(v)), T(P(P(v)))(= 
T(P 2(v))), ~ · ·, T(P1(v)), · · · in this order. We 
add T(P1(v)) (l 2 0) to CH(v) if Var(P1(v)) is 
an active variable for As(Pt( v )). Fig.2 illustrates 
how to trace the tree B in constructing the tree 
S. In this example, T(P2(v)) is "skipped" be
cause Var(P2 (v)) is not an active variable. We 
stop adding vertices when jCH(v)I becomes ~
Thus v has exactly ~ children. 

B 'V 

T(F(v)) 

T(F 3{v)} 

F 2 (v) 

0 
F 3 /v) 

Figure 2: A part of 8 constructed from B 

However, there is one exceptional condition to 
stop adding vertices to CH ( v) even if IC H ( v) I 
is less than ~; when the number of bad Os in 
some column reaches ~, we stop adding vertices 
to CH ( v). More formally, let us consider a vertex 
P1(v). Suppose that each columnof As(P1(v)) 
contains at most ~ - 1 bad Os.. Suppose that 
Var(P1

( v)) is Xi,j where the column i of As(P1
( v)) 

contains exactly ~ - 1 bad Os and 
j (/_ DR(As(P1(v))). (See Fig.3 for an exam
ple of the case that n 12. There are eight 
Os in the column i. Among them, five Os are 
bad Os.) Then As(P1+1

( v)) contains ~ bad Os in 
the column i so we do not look for vertices any 
more, namely, T( P 1 ( v)) is the last vertex added 
to CH(v). (Note that T(Pt(v)) is always selected 

since Xi,j is an active variable for As(P1(v)).) In 
this case, ICH(v)I may be less than~- If so, we 
adopt only the last vertex as a child of v, i.e., only 
T( pt ( v)) is a child of v in S. Thus, in this case, 
v has only one child. It should be noted that, 
in the tree S, every assignment corresponding to 
the vertex in the depth i contains exactly i ls. 
We continue this procedure until the length of 
every path from the root to a leaf becomes ~. 

B As(F1 (v) J i 

)'~. 
T(v) 

0 

1 0 
0 

0 1 
1.-

T(F 1 (v)J ' 0 
V 

I/ 0 
1 0 

I/ 0 

Var(F 1/v) J 

Figure 3: A condition to stop tracing B 

We then show that it is possible to construct 
such S from any B. To see this, it suffices to 
show that we can always select ( at least one) 
child for ea.ch vertex until the height of S' be
comes ~. There a.re three cases that we do not 
( or cannot) add vertices to CH ( v) any more: ( 1) 
IC H ( v) I becomes ~. ( 2) There arises a column 
which contains ~ bad Os. (3) We reach a leaf of 
B and so, there is no more vertices to trace in 
the tree B. In the case ( 1 ) , v has ~ children and 
in the case (2), v has one child, so in both cases 
v has at least one child. To consider the case 
( 3), recall the definition of backtracking tree:, For 
any lea.Lu of btt, As(u) makes the CNF formula. 
false. For As(u) to make PHP;:+l false, As(u) 
must have a row containing two ls or a column 
full of Os. The former case does not happen in 
S because we have skipped such vertices in con
structing S. The latter case does not happen in 
the following reason: Recall that once the num
ber of bad Os in some column reaches ~, we stop 
tracing the tree B. So, as long as we trace B to 
construct S, we never visit an assignment such 
that the number of bad Os in a column exceeds 
~ -1. Also, recall that the number of ls in As(v) 
is at most ~ since v 's depth in S is at most ~. 
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u0 u1 u2 · · '. UJ:. in S, where u0 is the root and UJ:. is We first show a rough sketch of the refutation 2 2 

a leaf. The number of singletons in P is at most and then describe it in detail. The 0th Jevel is the 
n 
4· 

Proof. Suppose contradictly that there exist 
more than % singletons in the path P. We count 
the number of bad Os of assignments along P. 
At the root, #BZ(As(uo)) = 0. Going down the 
pa.th from the root u0 to the leaf U!:., the number 

2 

of bad Os increases at most ( ~ -1) ( ~ 1) < ;; by 
2 Lemma 1, and decreases at least % ( % + 1) > ~6 

by Lemma 2. This is a contradiction because the 
number of bad Os becomes negative at the leaf. 
This completes· the proof. D 

Figure 7: Shrinking S to obtain S' 

Then we "shrink" the tree S by deleting all 
singletons from S. Let S' be the resulting tree 
(see Fig.7). Each vertex of S' has exactly ~ chil
dren and the length of every path from the root 
to a leaf is at least :} by Lemma 3. So there are 
at least ( ~) !.i' vertices in S', and hence there are 
at least this number of vertices in B. D 

4 An Upper Bound 

It is known that the size of a DAG-like resolu
tion refutation for PH P;:+1 is O(n32n )[4]. Here 
we show a slightly better upper bound which is 
obtained by the similar argument as [4]. 

Theorem 2. There is a DAG-like resolution 
refutation for PHP;:+1 whose size is O(n22n). 

Proof. Let Q and R be subsets of {l, 2, · · ·, 
n + 1} and { 1, 2, · · · , n}, respectively. Then we 
denote by PQ,R the sum of positive literals Xi,j, 

where i E Q and j E R. Let [i,j] denote the set 
{i,i + 1, · · · ,j - l,j}. Let PQ,R denote the sum 
of positive literals Xi,j, where i E Q and j E R. 

single clause P{i},[l,n]· The first level consists of 
n clauses P[i,2],R(n-1) for all sets R(n-l) C [l, n] 
of size n 1. The second level consists of n Cn_ 2 

clauses P[i,3],R(n-2) for all sets R(n- 2) C [l, n] of 
size n ~ 2. Generally speaking, the ith level con
sists of nCn-i clauses p[l,i+l],R(n-i) for all R(n-i) C 
[l, n] of size n i. At the (n - l)th level, we have 
nC1 = n clauses P[1,n],{1}, P[1,nJ,{2}, · · ·, P[l,n],{n}· 
Finally, at the nth level, we have the empty clause. 
We call the clauses described here rna-in clauses. 
Note that there are ~~:J(n Ci) = 2n main clauses. 
Fig.8 shows an example of the case when n = 4. 
A "+" sign in the ( i, j) entry means the existence 
of the literal Xi,j in that clause. 

Figure 8: Main clauses of the refutation 

Then we describe the detail of the refutation. 
Each clause at the ith level is obtained by using 
i clauses of the ( i - 1 )th level and some initial 
clauses. To construct a clause Pr1,i+1J,Hi ,h,···,jn-d 
in the ith level, we use i clauses Pr1,iJ,{ji,h,···,j,,_;,k} 
for all k ff_ {j1,j2, · · · ,in-d· First, for ea.ch k, we 
construct a clause P[i,i],{ji ,j2, ... ,jn-d U xi+I,k using 
the clause Pri,iJ,{ii,i2, ... ,jn-i,k} of the ( i 1 )th level 
and i clauses (x1,k+Xi+1,k)(x2,k+xi+1,k) · · · (;ri,k+ 
Xi+i,k). Then we construct a target clause 
Pr1,i+1J,{j1 ,i2 , ... ,in-d by using those i clauses 
Pr1,i],{ii,j2,···,jn-i} LJ Xi+i,k and the initial clause 
P{i+l},[l,n]· Fig.9 illustrates an example of de
riving Pr1,3],{i,4} in the second level from clauses 
Pr1,2J,{1,2,4} and P[1,2],{1,3,4} in the first level. Sim
ilarly as the "+" sign, a "-" sign in the (i,j) 
entry means the existence of the literal ::ti,j in 
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u0 u1 u2 • • '. UJ:. in S, where u0 is the root and UJ:. is We first show a rough sketch of the refutation 2 2 

a leaf. The number of singletons in P is at most and then describe it in detail. The 0th Jevel is the 
n 
4· 

Proof. Suppose contradictly that there exist 
more than % singletons in the path P. We count 
the number of bad Os of assignments along P. 
At the root, #BZ(As(u0 )) = 0. Going down the 
pa.th from the root u0 to the leaf U!:., the number 

2 

of bad Os increases at most ( ~ -1) ( ~ 1) < 7; by 
2 Lemma 1, and decreases at least % ( % + 1) > ~6 

by Lemma 2. This is a contradiction because the 
number of bad Os becomes negative at the leaf. 
This completes· the proof. D 

Figure 7: Shrinking S to obtain S' 

Then we "shrink" the tree S by deleting all 
singletons from S. Let S' be the resulting tree 
( see Fig. 7). Each vertex of S' has exactly ~ chil
dren and the length of every path from the root 
to a leaf is at least :} by Lemma 3. So there are 
at least ( ~) !.i' vertices in S', and hence there are 
at least this number of vertices in B. D 

4 An Upper Bound 

It is known that the size of a DAG-like resolu
tion refutation for PH P;:+1 is O(n32n )[4]. Here 
we show a slightly better upper bound which is 
obtained by the similar argument as [4]. 

Theorem 2. There is a DAG-like resolution 
refutation for PHP;:+1 whose size is O(n22n). 

Proof. Let Q and R be subsets of {l, 2, · · ·, 
n + 1} and { 1, 2, · · · , n}, respectively. Then we 
denote by PQ,R the sum of positive literals xi,j, 

where i E Q and j E R. Let [i, j] denote the set 
{i,i + 1, · · · ,j - l,j}. Let PQ,R denote the sum 
of positive literals Xi,j, where i E Q and j E R. 

single clause P{i},[l,n]· The first level consists of 
n clauses P[i,2],R(n-1) for all sets R(n-l) C [l, n] 
of size n 1. The second level consists of n Cn_ 2 

clauses P[i,3],R(n-2) for all sets R(n- 2) C [l, n] of 
size n ~ 2. Generally speaking, the ith level con
sists of nCn-i clauses P[1,i+1],R(n-i) for all R(n-i) C 
[1,n] of size n i. At the (n-l)th level, we have 
nC1 = n clauses P[1,n],{1}, P[1,nJ,{2}, · · ·, P[1,n],{n}· 
Finally, at the nth level, we have the empty clause. 
We call the clauses described here rna-in clauses. 
Note that there are ~~:J(n Ci) = 2n main clauses. 
Fig.8 shows an example of the case when n = 4. 
A "+" sign in the ( i, j) entry means the existence 
of the literal Xi,j in that clause. 

Figure 8: Main clauses of the refutation 

Then we describe the detail of the refutation. 
Each clause at the ith level is obtained by using 
i clauses of the ( i - 1 )th level and some initial 
clauses. To construct a clause Pr1,i+1J,{j1 ,h,···,jn-d 

in the ith level, we use i clauses P[1,iJ,{ji,h,···,j,,_;,k} 

for all k ff_ {j1,i2, · · · ,in-d· First, for ea.ch k, we 
construct a clause P[i,i],{ji ,j2, ... ,jn-i} U Xi+i,k using 
the clause Pri,iJ,{ii,i2, ... ,in-i,k} of the ( i 1 )th level 
and i clauses (x1,k+Xi+1,k)(x2,k+xi+1,k) · · · (;ri,k+ 
Xi+i,k). Then we construct a target clause 
P[1,i+1],{j1 ,j2, ... ,in-d by using those i clauses 
Pr1,i],{ii,j2,···,jn-i} LJ Xi+i,k and the initial clause 
P{i+l},[l,n]· Fig.9 illustrates an example of de
riving P[i,3],{i,4} in the second level from clauses 
P[1,2J,{1,2,4} and P[1,2],{1,3,4} in the first level. Sim
ilarly as the "+" sign, a "-" sign in the ( i, j) 
entry means the existence of the literal ::ti,j in 
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that clause. 

tffl=E 
~ 
~ t -------~mm·~ 
~ tiliEm EHfrE 

t t 

mm 
Figure 9: Constructing a main clause 

Thus to construct each main clause, we need 

O(n 2
) steps. Since there are 2n main clauses, 

the size of the above refutation is bounded by 

O(n 22n). D 

5 Concluding Remarks 

By Theorems 1 and 2, we can see that the size 

of a shortest tree-like resolution refutation is not 

bounded by any polynomial in the size of a short

est DAG-like resolution refutation. An interest

ing future research is tofind a set of formulas 

that separates tree-like and DAG-like resolutions 

in. the rate of 2cn for some constant c, which is 

an obvious improvement of the r~sult in [2L 

Another research topic is to find a tight bound 

of the size of.the tree-like resolution for the pi

geonhole principle. Its upper bound is obtained 

from Theorem 2. 
Corollary 1. There is a tree-like resolution 

refutation for PH p;:+i whose size is. O(n3 n!). 

Proof. This is obtained by reforming the di

rected acyclic graph of the refutation obtained 

in Theorem 2 into a tree in a trivial manner. 

For main clauses, we have one level-n clause, 

n level-(n - 1) clauses, n(n - 1) level-(n - 2) 

clauses and so on. Generally speaking, we have 

n(n-, l) · · · (n---:i+ 1) level-~ clauses. Thus we have 

1::~:on(n -1) · · · (n i + 1) ~ n · n! main clauses. 

Each main clause is constructed in O(n2 ) steps 

and hence the size of the refutation is O(n3n!). 
D 
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